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12v 3a power supply argos



Convert mains to 3, 4.5, 5, 6, 9 or 12 volts and have sliding voltage selectors. For use with portable music players, DVD players, cameras, electronic games and most other portable devices. 1.2 amp. Travel optimizer. 3V, 4.5V, 5V = 1200ma (to operate maximum load of device) 6V, 9V = 1000ma (maximum load of
device to be powered) 12V = 900ma (maximum load of device to be operated). Light power indicator. 1 year guarantee of the manufacturer. Ean: 5015056368818. Showing 1 - 20 out of 63 results with more devices than ever before at our fingertips, we need reliable charging power these days. Our wide range of power
cables and power adapters ensures that you never run out of electricity, whether you want to charge at home or on the go, in the UK or abroad. Whatever power you want to come to, we can help. Universal laptop chargers and adapters come with multiple adapter tips to fit every laptop model. For dedicated iPower,
there are Apple Magsafe Power Adapters for the entire MacBook range, including macbook pro with MacBook Pro, Retina display and MacBook Air. Plug in multiple devices at home with our 4-, 6, and 8-way extension cables. Charge on the go with our portable power pack, docking stations, USB car charger, and
universal travel adapter - forget the power cable completely with our wireless charging mats. Choose an extension cable with increased security to ensure your appliances and home power are never damaged after the power increases. Some of our extension leads don't just charge through 3-pin plugs, they also have
USB ports. Wireless charging mats make it easier than ever for power, without fiddling with cables, for all Qi enabled devices. Whether it's your laptop, smartphone or Blu Ray, at home, in car, or in the park, we have power cables and adapters to meet your needs. Check out our selection of the range of Apple Power
Cable and Logik Power Cable for serious computing power. Back to the top Page 2Page 3Page 437 items found from eBay International Sellers Often known as wall wart, power brick, plug-in adapter, lump in line, soap on rope or just power adapter. We provide regulated linear, irregular linear and switched mode
adapters for consumer electronic applications that start from AC/DC main power and single fixed voltage, selectable voltage or variable output from 3.3V to 48V. Mens wall mount adapters, plug-top, desktop and bench styles are available. Suitable applications include digital cameras, telecommunications, broadcasts,
notebooks, laptops, KVM extenders, scanners, TFT monitors, routers, CCTV, PSP, iPod, guitar effect pedals and more. Contact us for help identifying a replacement power adapter 0118 970 3859
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